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Abstract.10

BACKGROUND: Navigation portable applications have largely grown during the last years. However, the majority of them11

works just for outdoor positioning and routing, due to their architecture based upon Global Positioning System signals. Real-Time12

Positioning System intended to provide position estimation inside buildings is known as Indoor Positioning System (IPS).13

OBJECTIVE: This paper presents an IPS implemented as a mobile application that can guide patients and visitors throughout a14

healthcare premise.15

METHODS: The proposed system exploits the geolocation capabilities offered by existing navigation frameworks for determin-16

ing and displaying the user’s position. A hybrid mobile application architecture has been adopted because it allows to deploy the17

code to multiple platforms, simplifying maintenance and upgrading.18

RESULTS: The developed application features two different working modes for on-site and off-site navigation, which offer19

both the possibility of actual navigation within the hospital, or planning a route from a list of available starting points to the20

desired target, without being within the navigable area. Tests have been conducted to evaluate the performance and the accuracy21

of the system.22

CONCLUSION: The proposed application aims to overcome the limitations of Global Navigation Satellite System by using23

magnetic fingerprinting in combination with sensor fusion simultaneously. This prevents to rely on a single technology, reducing24

possible system failures and increasing the scalability.25

Keywords: Indoor Positioning System, RTLS, wayfinding, sensor fusion, health care26

1. Introduction27

The process of determining a route from one location to another and navigating that route is often28

referred to as “wayfinding” [1]. Wayfinding and navigation have been used interchangeably in the29

literature [2]. However, it is fair to say that positioning, navigation and locomotion describe different30

aspects of the whole process of wayfinding. ”Positioning” refers to the action of localizing something31
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inside a navigable space, while ”navigation” can be described as the decision-making process for32

determining a route to a destination, and “locomotion” is the act of actually moving on a route [3].33

Wayfinding is also defined as a problem-solving process for determining and navigating a route to a34

destination and recognizing the destination as approaching it. Finding their way can be challenging for35

many people, especially in complex buildings like hospitals, airports and office buildings [4]. It can be36

especially challenging in stressful situations [5], due to illness or time constraints. In the last decade,37

navigation and positioning have become significant aspects in everyday life.38

Location-Based Services (LBS) have been boosted by smartphones popularity [6,7]. A growing39

percentage of the global population has a smartphone and has access to the internet. People get services40

delivered directly to their smartphones, which they virtually always have with them, which opens up41

a lot of opportunities for LBS delivery. Position is also important for research in certain fields, such42

as medicine, to improve interconnection inside the hospitals, manage staff and equipment, analyse43

and optimize workflows, monitor the location of patients in emergency rooms and other high-possible44

overcrowding areas [8], assess the dynamics of droplet and aerosol-transmitted diseases [9]. In developed45

countries, people spend most of their time indoors. As the whole world develops, this tendency will46

expand to other countries. However, the indoor position estimation still lacks a generally applicable,47

low-cost solution that allows LBS tailored for indoor scenarios. Positioning systems can be global or48

local. Global positioning systems can provide position estimations world-wide. The global positioning49

systems currently available are collectively called the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS). The50

GNSS-based positioning had a large success as a result of its availability, coverage, and for the existence51

of receivers that are both cheap and compact-sized. However, due to precision requirements and satellite52

signal deterioration, it is insufficient for many circumstances and applications. Local positioning systems53

are applied to those specific scenarios and applications where GNSS positioning is not appropriate.54

The locality or coverage of those positioning systems varies significantly and can range from systems55

which cover very large areas to light-based systems that are typically applied to rooms. Local positioning56

systems intended to provide position estimation inside buildings are known as Indoor Positioning Systems57

(IPS).58

The materials and structures of modern buildings may influence notably the signals from GNSS. Those59

signals reach indoor receivers with a level of degradation that makes the civilian-graded accuracy of60

GNSS insufficient for many indoor applications. Furthermore, indoor environments are regularly crowded61

with stationary and moving obstacles, including people, which interact in undesirable ways with the62

signals, causing reflections and absorption [10]. The above-mentioned limitations of GNSS, combined63

with the complexity of most modern buildings, necessitated the development of an indoor positioning64

system, particularly for large facilities designed to accommodate a large number of people, such as65

museums, university campuses, hospitals and shopping malls.66

Recent studies [11,12] show that there is no current clear prevalent technology or method for IPS.67

The variety of environments and applications makes it difficult to find a general solution applicable68

to most situations, even though it emerges that WiFi and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) fingerprinting69

are the most popular methods for indoor positioning. As a drawback, these methods rely on ad-hoc70

pre-installed infrastructures, such as BLE beacons, which can lead to a massive impact in terms of cost71

and maintenance, especially for wide areas.72

This article presents an Indoor Positioning System for healthcare environment based on magnetic fields,73

WiFi and BLE fingerprinting together with smartphone’s inertial sensors and pedestrian dead-reckoning.74

A hybrid application for smartphones has been developed for devices running Android or iOS operating75

system. For both onsite and offsite navigation, the developed application features two different working76
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modes. The former allows navigation within the hospital from the user’s physical position to a selected77

destination. The latter allows a remote user to plan his route from a list of available starting points to the78

desired target, before saving it on the phone local storage. The proposed application aims to overcome the79

limitations of GNSS by using different IPS solutions simultaneously. This prevents to rely on a single80

technology, increasing the level of accuracy, reducing possible system failures, and being more adaptable81

to different environments. Finally, the system is able to communicate with the hospital’s Computer-Aided82

Facility Management software (CAFM) [13–15], which allows the application to retrieve dynamic up-to-83

date destination location information instead of being based on static pre-configured fingerprinting, such84

as the majority of the analysed solutions.85

Using electromagnetic sources such as mobile phones in a healthcare environment can lead to possible86

electromagnetic interference with medical devices [16]. However, studies confirm that current 4G cellular87

phones have little to no electromagnetic interference with medical devices [17]. Moreover, the designed88

mobile application is thought to be used especially in common spaces such as entryways, corridors and89

public areas, where the possibility of being close to medical devices is essentially low.90

The hospital campus of Santa Maria alle Scotte (Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria Senese) in Siena,91

Italy, has been chosen as the case study of this project.92

2. Materials and methods93

2.1. Background94

The hospital of Santa Maria alle Scotte is a highly specialized hospital campus which provides medical95

and surgical services with a catchment area of about 120,000 inhabitants for basic activities and 270,00096

inhabitants for specialized activities. The hospital is organized in 10 medical departments:97

– Cardiology98

– Emergency99

– Neurology100

– Radiology101

– Oncology102

– Mental Health103

– Innovation, testing and clinical research104

– Maternity105

– Surgery106

– Medicine107

The hospital covers an area of about 208,000 sqm with 800 beds and 8,100 rooms and is made out108

of 12 pavilions. The hospital is built on a hill, therefore, because of the uneven ground, the horizontal109

connection between adjacent pavilions cannot take place at a constant level throughout the area. For110

instance, it is not rare to have the basement of a given building connected to the first floor of the next111

pavilion through a flat hallway. The hospital is provided with an elaborate signage system, making use of112

vertical signs and horizontal signs, consisting in coloured strips along the corridors, pointing the users to113

elevators and other points of interest.114

Despite this, the structure is exceedingly complicated, chaotic, and dispersed. These issues bring out115

the need to develop a mobile application for indoor navigation in order to improve the user experience,116

in relation to different typologies of consumers, such as patients and companions, but also external117

technicians, suppliers or visitors.118
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2.2. Technologies119

Despite the intense research on Real-Time Location Systems (RTLS) for indoor areas, to the best of120

our knowledge there is no universal solution which allows positioning in all kinds of indoor environment.121

Because each building has its own unique characteristics and challenges, there are currently no standard122

solutions for global indoor navigation systems [18].123

IPS can be based on different technologies which can be used individually or together as a hybrid124

solution in order to increase the level of accuracy.125

– WiFi: a Radiofrequency RF technology used in Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs) based126

upon the standard IEEE 802.11. IPS which uses the characteristics of nearby WiFi hotspots and other127

wireless access points to determine the location of a device or a user. One of the advantages of this128

positioning system is that, thanks to progressive digitalization, almost all public and private buildings129

are equipped with WiFi networks so there is no need of any additional infrastructure. However,130

WiFi-based positioning is characterized by low accuracy (about 3–5 metres) that involves the use of131

many wireless access points (WAPs) so that the actual coverage can be increased. Furthermore, the132

implementation of APIs (Application Programming Interface) for indoor location by using the WiFi133

interface is not allowed for iOS devices, as Apple Inc. has stopped building and publishing APIs134

related to the detection of the power of the signal through the APs (Access Points) [19].135

– Bluetooth Low Energy beacons (BLE beacons): hardware transmitters that broadcast their identifier to136

nearby portable electronic devices. The technology enables smartphones, tablets and other devices to137

perform actions whenever in proximity to a beacon. Compared to classic Bluetooth, BLE is intended138

to provide considerably reduced power consumption while maintaining a similar communication139

range. Beacons can be installed with a maximum distance of 20–30 metres from each other, and the140

accuracy is of 2–3 metres. The main problem in terms of accuracy is found in large and dispersive141

places, such as halls and entrances, where there is a greater error in calculating the position compared142

to a corridor. Finally, this type of Indoor Positioning System is expensive both in terms of time143

and cost, since it requires a mapping of numerous beacons within the structure, the creation of a144

dedicated application that connects with the beacons and extracts the signal, together with a dedicated145

maintenance [20].146

– Ultra Wide Band (UWB): a radio technology that can use a very low energy level for short-range,147

high-bandwidth communications over a large portion of the radio spectrum. The short duration of148

the UWB pulses ensures resistance to multipath interference and allows an extremely high temporal149

and spatial resolution, allowing the UWB positioning system to have an accuracy of the order of150

centimetres.151

– There are mainly three types of positioning algorithms used for the UWB indoor positioning152

system: the arrival angle (AOA), the arrival time (TOA) and the arrival time difference (TDOA).153

However, regardless of the positioning algorithm used, there are many factors that could affect154

distance accuracy, especially considering a realistic environment. Major sources of range error155

include non-line-of-sight (NLOS), multipath propagation, multiple access interface, and the high156

temporal resolution of UWB signals. In addition, they have the drawback of having a high cost due157

to expensive tags, infrastructure and complex installation [21].158

– Magnetic field: the current position can be determined by comparing the intensity of the magnetic159

field detected during movement with a magnetic fingerprint previously measured inside the building.160

Because magnetic fields are present everywhere, this approach has the advantage of requiring no161

infrastructure. It can be used in places where WiFi positioning is not an option due to radio wave162
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interference or frequent power failures, as well as in those settings where BLE beacons installation is163

challenging. Furthermore, almost all smartphones are nowadays equipped with sensors for measuring164

magnetic fields, magnetometers, therefore they require no additional technologies [22]. The main165

disadvantage of this system is the need for mapping the magnetic field fingerprints which takes a166

long time since it is carried out by crossing the entire structure and stopping at specific points to167

detect the magnetic field strength and assigning it to the current position. Furthermore, the magnetic168

fingerprint needs to be updated frequently, at least every time a metal asset or furniture is added or169

removed to the scene [23].170

– Inertial sensors: the Inertial Navigation System (INS) is able to determine the position of a moving171

object through a dead-reckoning mechanism, using exclusively the data collected by inertial sensors.172

The system consists of an electronic component containing a series of Inertial Measurement Units173

(IMUs) and by a processing unit. The IMU is a combination of accelerometer, gyroscope and174

magnetometer and it is optimal for detecting the user’s stride length and direction of movement,175

being the perfect choice for monitoring pedestrians. The processing unit, on the other hand, starting176

from a known position, processes the data collected by the IMUs and returns the estimated position177

of the user. The main disadvantage of this method lies in the high positioning error that increases178

over time unless the measurement is recalibrated.179

– Image recognition: this method uses computer vision, typically leveraging deep learning algorithms,180

to analyse images for scenes, objects, text, and other subjects [24]. View-based positioning can be181

classified into marker-free tracking and visible marker-based tracking. Visual recognition without182

markers relies on natural features (such as angles and textures) of the surrounding environment183

to provide positioning information, so no additional infrastructure is needed. High memory and184

compute resources are required so that the system continues scanning and comparing the environment185

with the saved images. This technique is then unreliable when used in a dynamically changing186

environment and the database needs to be frequently updated, which results in an extremely expensive187

infrastructure. A simple solution for linking the current position to a specific image framed by a188

camera is the visible marker-based tracking, making use of visible indicators that refer to an image-189

based code, such as a QR code. The indicator is placed in a specific position to provide location190

information when it is scanned. For this technique, an additional cost is required to place the QR191

codes inside the building and to maintain them up to date in settings which are frequently changing,192

such as hospitals [25].193

This short list shows that a wide range of technologies is available for IPS but currently there is no194

perfect solution. As a matter of fact, a practical Indoor Positioning System must balance accuracy, labour195

cost, facility expenses, reliability and complexity. At the moment no technology meets the requirements196

in all these aspects. In recent years, Artificial Intelligence has also been used to solve indoor positioning197

problems, leading to systems based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) which have the task of learning198

the relationship between position and measurements by applying appropriate learning methods [26].199

2.3. Indoor positioning system200

Another aspect to be considered is the type of technology which best meets the limits of use in a201

hospital. All buildings are located in a magnetic landscape due to the interaction between the numerous202

devices (medical and non-medical) with steel cases and the magnetic field generated by the Earth itself203

(which in the absence of steel structures would be almost constant). Moreover, the possible steel structure204

of the hospital can be an additional interaction factor with the Earth’s magnetic field. Magnetic positioning205
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Table 1
Vendors and frameworks comparison

Vendor Sensor-fusion Web documentation Free-testing Price
GiPSTech X × × Unknown
Situm X X X 650d/month
IndoorAtlas X X X 0.3d/sqm per year
GoIndoor × X X 1000d/month
Navisens × X X 48$/year per user
Dent reality X X × Unknown

appears to be the most comprehensive and affordable on the market, as it offers estimation accuracy206

without hardware requirements and it makes the most of the computational capabilities of the smartphone,207

allowing to obtain an accuracy of the estimate of 1–2 metres.208

In addition to magnetic positioning, it is useful to employ multiple technologies through sensor fusion,209

which allows to combine each data source linked to the position to obtain a sharper and faster universal210

positioning, optimizing the timing of estimation and accuracy. Many of the data which can be recorded211

by the built-in smartphone sensors are alterations of the magnetic fields, variations in WiFi and Bluetooth212

signals, and position changes detected by accelerometers and gyroscopes. Therefore, the sensor-fusion213

may allow to obtain the maximum result, increase precision, reduce costs and make the most of the214

characteristics out of each available technology [27].215

Several frameworks currently available on the market have been evaluated and tested (GiPSTech, Situm,216

IndoorAtlas, GoIndoor, Navisens, Dent Reality). All of them offer Mobile SDKs (Software Development217

Kits) for Android, iOS and cross-platform solutions such as Apache Cordova or Microsoft Xamarin. The218

aspects taken into consideration when performing the comparison among vendors consisted in sensor-219

fusion support, availability of online framework’s technical documentation, free-testing features and prices220

(Table 1). Vendors which do not offer free-testing features and frameworks which only rely on specific221

technologies (no sensor-fusion support) were excluded a priori. Preliminary tests have been performed222

by using IndoorAtlas and Situm. They both use a positioning system based on sensor-fusion technique223

which needs very few pre-processing tasks. Earth magnetic field (which must be mapped by using224

specific vendor’s application) and dead-reckoning are the base technologies needed for indoor navigation.225

This means that no external hardware (such as WiFi routers, BLE Beacons or radio access points) are226

mandatory, even though they can still be used to improve precision and accuracy. IndoorAtlas has been227

preferred over Situm in the demoing and testing phase because it offers an easier and user-friendlier228

mapping tool, together with a better and more comprehensive free documentation.229

As stated above, IndoorAtlas needs a pre-processing phase in order to display the layout of available230

storeys and to collect the actual Earth magnetic field interference and electromagnetic data. Floor plans231

images are added to the world map and then aligned along the geographic coordinates by using the232

dedicated IndoorAtlas FloorPlans web application. This allows the use of frameworks based upon233

geographic coordinates systems, such as Google Maps or OpenStreet Map. Subsequently, IndoorAtlas234

MapCreator must be used to record data relating to the magnetic field and WiFi signals (possibly integrated235

with BLE signals if available). MapCreator connects with IndoorAtlas navigation APIs within the offered236

SDK, which allow the collected magnetic field and possible WiFi and BLE signals to be used for indoor237

positioning.238

2.4. Target application239

Mobile applications (or simply “apps”) can be classified into three main categories, based on the240

development framework and architecture:241
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Fig. 1. The hospital is provided with an elaborate signage system, making use of vertical and horizontal signs, consisting in
coloured strips along the corridors, pointing the users to elevators and other points of interest.

– Native applications, written and compiled for a specific platform using one of the programming242

languages supported by the chosen Operating System (OS).243

– Responsive web applications optimized for mobile devices using web-oriented programming.244

– Hybrid applications, providing some of the advantages from both two previous categories, leveraging245

web technologies (HTML5 and Javascript) while exploiting the OS functions and local hardware246

such as the native applications.247

Each category has its own pros and cons, so the choice must be made by carefully assessing the248

different conditions and the whole context. When designing a real-time navigation system for use within a249

healthcare facility, the main target is to offer the service to the widest possible range of people. Therefore,250

at first, a responsive website could probably be the best solution thanks to its large compatibility and251

simplicity of implementation, not requiring any download or installation steps. However, a mobile252

application can be deemed the most appropriate choice in order to smoothly interact and communicate253

with users and make the most out of many smartphone features [28,29]. Mobile applications provide an254

interactive interface, making users prefer them to the static navigational experience offered by websites255

(Fig. 2). Besides, mobile applications are available also in offline mode and can make use of needed256

phone features such as location services and camera (Fig. 3). In the case of a native app, however, the257

difficulty of implementation caused by non-compatibility features across multiple operating systems258

together with higher maintenance costs must be also taken into account.259

In consideration of the previous aspects, we opted for a cross-platform hybrid application as the best260

developing architecture. Even with lower performance in terms of speed, it is less expensive (both in261

terms of time and costs), especially in terms of future maintenance and updating.262

The main available cross-platform deploying frameworks have been identified in past studies [30]:263

– Xamarin replicates native performance via C# wrappers, and the platform is very close to native264

programming through a cross-platform environment. Xamarin is open-sourced but only for non-265

commercial use. Developers require a community license for Xamarin, and businesses require266

enterprise and professional licenses.267
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Fig. 2. Average time spent per day by mobile internet users in US through 2019. Source: eMarketer.

Fig. 3. Main differences between mobile applications and mobile web-sites.

– Flutter framework is a closed ecosystem running on Dart programming language. Applications made268

with Flutter consist of widgets, which can be considered app’s ‘building blocks’. Being supported269

by Google and an ever-growing community, Flutter comes with an extensive library of widgets for270

developing modern and beautiful mobile applications.271

– Apache Cordova is a community project, letting you build mobile apps for various mobile platforms272

with one unique code base, as you develop your app with web technologies (HTML5, Javascript and273

CSS3) instead of relying on platform-specific (native) APIs like those of Android, iOS, or Windows274

Phone. The main disadvantage is performance because rendering is done via web-views instead of275

platform’s native UI (User Interface) framework.276

– Ionic Framework is a set of CSS classes and a library of Javascript directives and modules, built on277

top of Cordova, with AngularJS. The main differences with Apache Cordova are that Ionic provides278

frameworks to use in the application, whereas Cordova provides plugins to run the application similar279

to the native app. Moreover, Ionic provides many different functions, which need to be integrated280

with the application, whereas Cordova provides the hardware access of a device to the application.281

Performance are instead quite equivalent.282
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Fig. 4. Top mobile app development frameworks 2019–2021. Source: Statista at https://www.statista.com/statistics/
869224/worldwide-software-developer-working-hours.

– PhoneGap is a version of Cordova developed by Adobe. It has been marked as discontinued since283

October 1st, 2020 with Adobe announcing the end of development for PhoneGap and PhoneGap284

Build and the end of its investment in Apache Cordova project.285

– React Native is an open-source framework created by Facebook to develop native cross-platform286

apps. UI components of React Native are similar to the native UI views and this offers faster rendering287

times compared to Cordova which has web-based frameworks. On the other hand, Cordova creates288

smaller build packages, and it has a better build performance than React Native. Moreover, Cordova289

makes it easy to bundle an existing web application into a Cordova application and reuse the same290

code, while in React developers can’t simply take the code they used to build a web application and291

repackage it for mobile.292

Applications developed with each of the above-mentioned framework (but Xamarin) are said to be293

hybrid, meaning that they are neither truly native mobile application (because all layout rendering is done294

via web views instead of the platform’s native UI framework) nor purely web-based (because they are not295

just web apps, but are packaged as apps for distribution and have access to native device APIs).296

Apache Cordova has been chosen among the various possibilities because it provides all the functions297

needed to develop the prototype target application (access to the device hardware such as accelerometer,298

gyroscope, camera), whilst maintaining a very low learning-curve (unlike Xamarin, Flutter and React), an299

active community and documentation (unlike PhoneGap), native Javascript programming and still being300

among the top mobile app development frameworks in 2019–2021 (Fig. 4).301

2.5. Development methodology302

System architecture must be defined in advance in order to reduce the complexity, solve architectural303

problems, reduce development time and costs and provide a proper work management. Unified Modeling304

Language (UML) is a common visual modelling language, rich in both semantics and syntax, used305306
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for the architecture, design and implementation of complex software systems both from a structural307

and behavioural point of view. For this manuscript, UML diagrams of use cases, classes, activities and308

sequences have been designed.309

The application offers two different navigation modes, depending on the actual position of the device310

while using the app: on-site and off-site. In on-site mode (Fig. 5), users have the possibility to search for311

the destination, view the proposed route and then proceed with the navigation. This mode is available312

only when users are located within the navigable area of the hospital. The search for the destination can313

be carried out in different ways, each of which is represented by a specific application icon:314

– Facility: the application shows a list of pre-assigned points of interest, associated with the main315

junctions between adjacent pavilions, elevators and services.316

– Name: the search is performed by name and last name of the desired physician or technician.317

– Room: the search is made by using the actual room code.318

After selecting the desired destination, the route is displayed allowing the user to start the navigation.319

In on-site mode, users also have the possibility to access a list of planned routes, select one of them and320

then proceed with the navigation.321

Instead, in off-site mode (Fig. 6), users can visualise and then save a given path without actual being at322

the hospital. This mode is always available, regardless of the position of the device, allowing users to323

plan a navigation. The destination is chosen by using the same search methods proposed in on-site mode.324

Then the route is displayed and it can be saved or edited by adding further sections: each section will325

have the destination of the previous one as its starting point, and a new destination selected using one of326

the available methods. By accessing the saved routes, users can visualise them on the map or delete them327

if desired: this feature is available in both modes.328

3. Results329

When the application starts (Fig. 7), the onDeviceReady event is called to ensure that the mobile device330

has an active data connection and it is ready to use. Then the initializing methods, which declare the main331

global variables and functions, are called. Here the connection with IndoorAtlas framework, Google Maps332

module and local CAFM system are also established using the provided API-keys. The authentications333

must be run before any other owning methods can be used.334

3.1. Linking the application with the Computer-Aided Facility Management system of the hospital335

The hospital of Santa Maria alle Scotte has an internally developed custom CAFM system, named336

SPOT, which is a tool that allows the analysis of spaces and the organization and evaluation of hospital337

data and parameters [31,32].338

SPOT’s main relational database is a Microsoft SQL Server instance installed on a dedicated hospital339

data-server. The core module has been developed as a Windows Forms Application within Microsoft340

.NET Framework.341

For the development of the indoor navigation system, it is useful to take advantage of the existing342

SPOT system. In fact, the coordinates and plans of floors with information about Operating Units (OUs),343

rooms, offices and all those places that can be considered points of interest can be provided by the system344

itself. At the same time, it is important to avoid to directly expose the hospital inner network to external345

users, in order to preserve the integrity of the contained data and reduce possible cybersecurity attacks.346347
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Fig. 8. Available modes.

For this reason, a new set of WebAPIs have been developed within Microsoft .NET Framework and348

then installed on a web-server connected both to the inner and outer (i.e. exposed to the web) network.349

Hardware and software firewalls, together with SSL encryption, provided the required levels of logical350

separation between the two networks. The APIs operate as an intermediary layer between the mobile351

application installed on the user’s mobile and the SPOT system. Besides, it is essential to protect the352

privacy of users while they are using the app. For this reason, no personal username and password are353

requested during the authentication phase. Only a common set of credentials and an API-key are used354

instead. In this way, the user is not associated with an individual person and no user’s sensitive data are355

sent across the network.356

3.2. Authentication and data protection357

The application authenticates itself with specific API keys on IndoorAtlas and Google Maps frame-358

works, as well as on the SPOT system. While authorization with third-party solutions is demanded on359

their inner architecture (documentations are available on owners’ websites [33,34]), the authentication360

with SPOT has been developed from scratch, upgrading the current release of the system with a dedicated361

module. The application authenticates itself on the system using Basic Authentication security protocol362

with an HTTP POST method to the dedicated API controller, sending a Base64-encoded username and363

password within the request header. As stated above, this login method avoids users to actually personally364

sign-in to the system, preventing personal information and identity theft, while assuring a virtual identity365

confirmation and authorization at the same time. If the authentication is successful, the system returns a366

JWT (JSON Web Token) valid for the next 24 hours, which the application will use to authenticate itself367

in future API calls via Bearer Authentication security protocol.368

3.3. Developed interface and navigation modes369

Once authentication has been provided, the application is ready to run. The designed interface prompts370

the user to choose between one of the two proposed modes (Fig. 8):371
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Fig. 10. Preliminary stages for off-site mode.

– Navigate: it is the on-site navigation and it starts when the user clicks the corresponding button372

btnNavMode;373

– Plan route: it represents the off-site planning mode and it stars by clicking the button btnOfflineMode.374

3.3.1. Off-site mode375

This mode can be selected by users who are not physically on the venue and want to plan and376

save a route. Users can choose the destination, the starting point, visualize the route and eventually377

save it in the mobile’s storage (Fig. 9). Three distinct routines are available for searching the desired378

destination POI (Fig. 10a): by choosing the endpoint among a list of pre-designed useful destination379

(getPOIByOU), by inputting the room code if it is known (getPOIByRoom) or by searching a physician’s380

name (getPOIByName). Likewise, the starting point must be selected among a list of fixed locations381

which correspond to the main entrances to the hospital. The available POIs are listed as follows and theirs382

position on the map are shown in Fig. 14:383

1. Entrance384

2. Blood Sampling Point385

3. Buildings Intersection386

4. Building 1 Lifts387

5. Building 4 Lifts388

6. Playroom389

7. Emergency Department Lifts390

8. Building 2 Lifts391
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Fig. 11. Saving route, adding a new leg and display saved routes in off-site mode.

9. Cafeteria392

10. Building 3 Lifts393

The coordinates of starting and ending points are given as input to the startRoute method, which394

requires the calculation of the route through the IndoorAtlas framework.395

The app displays a map of the building’s storey, with the navigable area highlighted in blue, the planned396

route highlighted in red, the beginning location marked with a blue dot, and the destination marked with a397

red marker. Moreover, information about the total length of the route is displayed at the bottom (Fig. 10b).398

Lines, shapes and markers are drawn onto the map through the addPolyline and the addMarker methods399

of Google Maps.400

The user can eventually save the planned route inside the mobile’s memory by pressing the green401

”Save” button at the bottom-left corner of the screen. The app prompts the user to enter a custom name402

for the route (Fig. 11a). The routine stores the coordinates and the floor number of both the destination403

and the starting point in JSON format inside the device’s internal memory. If the user wishes to insert an404

additional leg for the current route (Fig. 11b), the whole activity is repeated and the destination of the405

previous leg will be automatically stated as the new starting point. The operation can be further iterated406

endlessly.407

The user can then click the “Route” button (right below the “Home” button – Fig. 10a) to access the408

list of saved routes, possibly selecting or deleting them by choosing from the available options (Fig. 11c).409

3.3.2. On-site mode410

In on-site mode, the user can actually navigate within the hospital. The destination can be selected by:411

– choosing a point of interest through the three different routines described in the previous section and412

outlined in Fig. 9;413

– starting from a previously saved route: the loadRoutes method loads the available saved routes414

(Fig. 12). Once the desired one is chosen, the coordinates of the stored destination point are passed415

to the IndoorAtlas framework to evaluate the shortest route in relation to the current user’s location.416417
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Fig. 13. Route loading and navigation for on-site mode.

The route is then displayed by using Google Maps framework. Notice that the current user’s location418

is used as starting point despite the one which had been chosen in off-site mode, which served just419

for reference and planning purposes.420

After the route is displayed, the user can proceed to the actual navigation by clicking the “Start” button421

(Fig. 13a). The current point locator is substituted with a blue arrow-shaped locator. An approximation422

blue circle is also displayed around the location marker. The radius of the circle specifies the precision of423

the IPS, being proportional to the error of the positioning system (Fig. 13a and b). In navigation mode, the424

map’s orientation is no more referred to fixed cardinal signs, but to the actual orientation of the device. A425

tilt is also performed on the map itself, which becomes oriented in relation to the direction the device is426

actually pointing to (Fig. 13b). These displaying variations are useful to differentiate the navigation activity427

from the previous map and route visualization. The IndoorAtlas method requestWayfindingUpdates is428

recursively called until the destination is reached. During the navigation, the locator follows the movement429

of the device and moves along the path. Once the destination is reached, the application prompts the user430

accordingly. The user can always stop the navigation at any time by clicking the red “Cancel” button at431

the bottom-right side of the screen. Once the user arrives at his destination, the application notifies him432

that the navigation has been performed successfully, the route is erased from the map, and the device433

returns to its normal view.434

3.4. Testing and implementation435

A demo version of the app has been tested to assess the positioning error and the tolerance of the IPS on436
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Fig. 14. Map of tested ground storeys of six adjacent pavilions of the Hospital Le Scotte, Siena (Italy) with navigable POIs and
paths.

hospital areas where the magnetic field and WiFi signals had been previously acquired (no BLE beacons437

installed). Positioning error is defined as the offset between the actual position and the displayed locator,438

while tolerance represents the margin of error for each measurement and it is defined as the value of the439

radius of the approximation circle. Tests have been conducted on Android OS using a Xiaomi MI Mix440

smartphone with an active data connection on the ground storeys of six adjacent pavilions for a total441

surface of 12,438 sqm.442

3.4.1. Test 1443

The first conducted test has been carried out to measure the positioning error and the tolerance for each444

available POI. Each measurement has been taken 10 times in each site. Results are shown in Figs 15445

and 16.446

3.4.2. Test 2447

The accuracy of the IPS has been also tested in free-navigation mode (i.e., no destination selected).448

A closed loop of about 214 m (from POI 3 – Buildings Intersection – to POI 8 – Building 2 Lifts – and449

back) has been travelled with an average speed of 1.38 m/s. The test has been repeated 20 times. Initial450

and final values of positioning error have been measured for each iteration (Fig. 17).451

3.4.3. Test 3452

The third and final test measured the accuracy and the tolerance of the system during navigation in453
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Fig. 15. Box plots of positioning errors for each navigable POI (test 1).

Fig. 16. Box plots of tolerances for each navigable POI (test 1).
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Fig. 17. Initial and final positioning error for 20 iterations of a closed loop free-navigation between POI 3 and POI 8 (test 2).

on-site mode. The chosen route was from the main entrance of the hospital (POI 1) to the lifts of Building454

4 (POI 5). The total length is about 206 m. Navigation has been repeated 20 times with an average speed455

of 1.38 m/s. For each iteration the positioning error between the physical position and the displayed456

marker of the destination has been measured (Fig. 18). Moreover, the value of the approximation radius457

has been sampled every 2 s during every navigation to evaluate the trend of the tolerance of the IPS during458

navigation (Fig. 19).459

4. Discussion460

The assessment of results of the implemented tests showed accuracy and tolerances consistent with461

results from the literature in comparable settings [35]. In particular, the average positioning error for462

the three tests is comparable, with other WiFi Received Signal Strength (RSS) fingerprint-based IPS463

(Table 2).464

The current configuration of the developed IPS with only WiFi signals and magnetic field fingerprinting465

allows a navigation throughout alleys and areas where the destinations are spaced at least 2.75 ± 1.60 m466

one from another. This limitation does not significantly impact the navigation to the current identified467

POIs, allowing the users to effectively orientate throughout the hospital thanks to the proposed IPS.468

Possible future destinations which are closer one to another could be only visually identified by users469

because the IPS might not be able to distinguish between them. The introduction of BLE beacons could470
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Fig. 18. Plot of destination accuracy (positioning error) trend through 20 iterations of a navigation between POI 1 and POI 5 in
on-site mode (test 3).

Fig. 19. Box plots of tolerances for each iteration of test 3.
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Table 2
Positioning error calculated for the three performed tests compared
to the one of other WiFi Received Signal Strength (RSS) fingerprint-
based IPS [35]

Framework Eaverage (m) σ (m)
Developed IPS (Test 1) 2.75 1.60
Developed IPS (Test 2) 2.27 0.93
Developed IPS (Test 3) 2.49 0.73
Other WiFi RSS fingerprint-based IPS 4.13 2.12

come to your aid, combined with WiFi signals and magnetic field fingerprinting, to improve the accuracy471

of the IPS, reducing the positioning error and therefore allowing the identification of much closer POIs.472

Indeed, in [35] the authors demonstrated how the addition of BLE reduced the average error from 4.13 ±473

2.12 m to 2.33 ± 0.95 m. BLE beacons should be also taken into account for deploying the application for474

iOS devices due to the limitations introduced by Apple Inc. in detecting the power of the signal through475

WiFi Access Points (Par. 2.2).476

Moreover, the results of test 2 highlight that the positioning error tends to decrease while the device is477

moving. As a matter of fact, Fig. 17 shows that the final positioning error is lower than the initial one in478

16 out of 20 performed iterations. The cause of this behaviour is not determined, yet. It could be due to479

bugs of third-party positioning framework, to erroneous preliminary mapping or to other causes which480

will have to be further investigated in future works.481

5. Conclusions482

The goal of this work was to design and develop an indoor positioning system for healthcare premises483

dedicated to patients, visitors and staff to find their bearings throughout the hospital, and also to be used for484

empowering specific routing tools, such as the navigation for the evacuation of hospitalized patients [36].485

The case study is the Santa Maria alle Scotte hospital campus in Siena, Italy. A previous study reviewed all486

the technologies which are currently available for indoor positioning. The most suitable have been chosen487

according to the peculiarities of the target hospital and inner organization. The chosen framework relies488

on sensor fusion (Earth magnetic fields, WiFi and BLE) and dead-reckoning systems. The implementation489

is based upon existing third-party frameworks for geolocation and displaying (IndoorAtlas and Google490

Maps). A custom designed controller has also been developed to interface the application to the hospital’s491

CAFM via APIs for retrieving the coordinates of the available points of interest.492

In terms of software designing, a hybrid architecture has been chosen as the most compelling solution.493

The strong degree of interaction, compatibility and adaptation to different types of mobile operating494

systems and platforms, together with ease of maintenance have been the main factors which affected495

the decision. Apache Cordova is the chosen framework for developing the application. It allows to use496

standard web language for mobile platforms, avoiding specific developments in different programming497

languages for each target OS.498

UML schemas have been used in the designing process. Diagrams of use cases, classes, activities499

and sequences have been implemented for the description of the functionalities and the structure of the500

application.501

Tests have been conducted to assess the accuracy (i.e., positioning error) and the tolerance (uncertainty502

of the displayed position) of the IPS in on-site mode. In particular, tests focused on measuring the offsets503

between real and displayed position together with the values of the approximation radius in each one504
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of the available POI (test 1), during a closed loop free-navigation (test 2) and along a navigation path505

(test 3). The performances are comparable to those achieved in other studies [35] and could be further506

improved by implementing BLE beacons into the infrastructure of the IPS.507

Future works will concern evaluating heuristics and carrying out usability tests for different categories508

of users according to the current legislation and technical standards, in order to check and improve the509

ergonomics of the application interface.510
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